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Abstract
Purpose—To evaluate accuracy and reproducibility of flow velocity and volume measurements
in a phantom and in human coronary arteries using breath-hold velocity-encoded (VE) MRI with
spiral k-space sampling at 3Tesla.
Materials and Methods—Flow velocity assessment was performed using VE MRI with spiral
k-space sampling. Accuracy of VE MRI was tested in vitro at five constant flow rates.
Reproducibility was investigated in 19 healthy subjects (mean age 25.4± 1.2 years, 11 men,) by
repeated acquisition in the right coronary artery (RCA).
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Results—MRI-measured flow rates correlated strongly with volumetric collection (Pearson
correlation r=0.99; p<0.01). Due to limited sample resolution, VE MRI overestimated the flow
rate by 47% on average when non-constricted region-of-interest segmentation was used. Using
constricted region-of-interest segmentation with lumen size equal to ground-truth luminal size,
less than 13% error in flow rate was found. In vivo RCA flow velocity assessment was successful
in 82% of the applied studies. High interscan, intra- and inter-observer agreement was found for
almost all indices describing coronary flow velocity. Reproducibility for repeated acquisitions
varied by less than 16% for peak velocity values and by less than 24% for flow volumes.
Conclusion—3T breath-hold VE MRI with spiral k-space sampling enables accurate and
reproducible assessment of RCA flow velocity.
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Accuracy – Reproducibility; MRI; Coronary flow velocity
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INTRODUCTION
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The identification of luminal coronary artery disease is of high interest as this is an
important risk factor for the development of ischemic cardiovascular events (1). The
hemodynamic significance of coronary artery stenoses can be evaluated by measuring
changes in blood-flow velocity indices and fractional flow reserve (2–4). Velocity-encoded
(VE) Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) has been used to estimate coronary blood flow
using various field strengths and imaging sequences (4).
However, MRI coronary flow assessment remains challenging for various reasons. First, a
high spatial resolution is mandatory to accurately assess the blood flow in small diameter
vessels such as the coronary arteries (5). Second, in order to study the pulsatility of the flow
velocity pattern, adequate temporal resolution is mandatory. Third, VE data must be
obtained rapidly within a narrow acquisition window in order to minimize cardiac motion
artifacts (5).
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High-field 3T MRI enables image acquisition with submillimeter spatial resolution (6).
Johnson et al. recently demonstrated that VE MRI at 3T using a fast low-angle shot
(FLASH) sequence is an accurate tool for non-invasive in vitro flow velocity measurement
in small diameter tubes (5). Keegan et al. demonstrated that 1.5T spiral MRI more
accurately estimated coronary flow velocities throughout the cardiac cycle as compared to
1.5T FLASH MRI, particularly in the right coronary artery (RCA) (7). Furthermore,
interleaved spiral k-space sampling enables rapid data collection within a breath-hold with
sufficient signal-to-noise and spatial resolution for VE MRI of the coronary arteries (8) and
sufficient temporal resolution for studying flow velocity waveforms (9).
However, studies on coronary flow velocity and volume using VE MRI with fast spiral kspace sampling at 3T have not been published and validation of accuracy and reproducibility
has not been described to our knowledge. Therefore, the purpose of our study was the
evaluation of the accuracy of flow velocity and volume measurement in a phantom study
and to evaluate reproducibility when applied to the right coronary artery in healthy adult
subjects while using a 3T breath-hold VE MRI sequence with spiral k-space sampling.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Velocity-encoded MRI with spiral k-space sampling
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All MRI studies were performed on a clinical 3T System (Achieva; Philips Medical
Systems, Best, The Netherlands) using a six-element cardiac phased-array surface coil for
signal reception. The accuracy of the VE MRI sequence was first tested in a phantom study
(in vitro) with cardiac R-wave triggering simulation by using an artificial trigger pulse at a
frequency of 1Hz. The reproducibility of the VE MRI sequence was subsequently tested in
vivo by repeated acquisitions in 19 healthy adult human subjects. Each subject was placed in
supine position and data were acquired using vector ECG triggering (10).
The VE MRI sequence used in the phantom-setup and in the healthy adult subjects was
identical. Scan parameters were: repetition time (TR)=33ms, echo time (TE)=3.5ms, flip
angle (FA)=20°, field-of-view (FOV)=250×250 mm2, acquired spatial resolution
0.8×0.8×8mm3, reconstructed spatial resolution 0.7×0.7×8.0 mm3, spiral acquisition
window 26ms, spiral interleaves 12, prospective ECG-triggering. Thirty flow encoded cine
frames were acquired per second. One spiral interleave was acquired per cine frame and per
heartbeat and data acquisition was completed in 24 flow compensated and flow encoded
alternate cardiac cycles. To minimize the effects of off-resonance, ECG triggered shimming
and a 1-2-1 spectral spatial water excitation for fat signal suppression were used (11).
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In vitro testing of accuracy
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In a phantom set-up, five constant flow rates (ranging from 0.9ml/s to 4.2ml/s) were applied
to a straight tube of polyolefin with a luminal diameter of 4.4 mm, resulting in flow velocity
values comparable to the expected in vivo coronary flow velocity values. The tube was
positioned inside a water container. The flowing water through the tube was doped with
gadolinium to shorten T1 of the fluid to approximately 100ms. VE MRI was performed
perpendicular to the tube. The velocity sensitivity (Venc) was adjusted for each acquisition
according to the expected maximum velocity, and ranged from 15cm/s to 80cm/s. From the
VE MRI, the flow rate was determined and compared with volumetric collection distal to the
phantom in order to study the accuracy.
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Flow velocity analysis was performed using the previously validated in-house developed
software package FLOW (12). Manual region-of-interest (ROI) definition in the in vitro
experiments was performed in two ways. A non-constricted ROI (i.e. approximately circular
ROIs with mean area of 26.3mm2; this covers all complete voxels that include at least part
of the flowing water in the tube) was placed on the tube cross-section in the phase image in
the first phase, segmenting all visible luminal velocity value s. Secondly, a constricted
circular ROI with a fixed area of 15.3 mm2 equal to the true dimension of the tubular lumen
(i.e. the ground truth) was placed in the center of the tube cross-section. Both in the nonconstricted and constricted ROIs, only voxels that show signs of phase dispersion (13) (i.e.
voxels partially inside the wall presenting with random phase/velocity values) were removed
from the analysis since they typically present with high positive or negative velocity and
therefore can have a high negative contribution to flow analysis. These voxels are easy to
identify and typically one or two voxels per image show phase dispersion.
The ROI was then copied to all the subsequent cine frames. The mean cross-sectional flow
velocity was determined for each of these frames. Background correction (i.e. to correct for
local phase offset errors (14)) was performed by measuring the mean velocity in a ROI in
the background (i.e. in the surrounding water near the phantom). The flow rate was
determined by multiplying the mean cross-sectional flow velocity after background
subtraction with the cross-sectional area. Flow rate was determined for both constricted and
non-constructed ROIs in the phantom.
In vivo testing of reproducibility
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Nineteen healthy adult subjects (11 men, 8 women; mean age 25.4 ± 1.2 years) without a
prior history of cardiovascular disease were included to evaluate the reproducibility of a
breath-hold VE MRI-protocol to assess flow velocity in the RCA. All subjects gave written
informed consent and local medical ethics committee approval was obtained. The VE MRI
sequence was repeated in every healthy subject after repositioning. Subjects were removed
from the MRI table and the complete procedure was repeated. Between examinations, the
surface coil was removed. Reproducibility was tested by comparing indices extracted from
both resulting RCA flow velocity-time graphs.
The first steps of our MRI plan scanning procedure for assessment of coronary artery flow
velocity and volume were determined analogously to a study by Stuber et al. (15). Figure 1
demonstrates the localization steps of the MR imaging protocol. In short, a prospective ECG
gated gradient-echo cine sequence with maximum velocity encoding perpendicular to a
straight proximal vessel segment to the RCA close to the origin of the RCA was performed.
The imaging plane was determined from a double-oblique-sagittal view of the RCA (Figure
1 middle image). This view of the RCA survey was localized by defining three points (threepoints-plan-scan-tool) in the center of the RCA in a 3D volume of the heart which included
the coronary arteries (Figure 1, top images) (15). Maximum velocity-encoding (Venc) of 35
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cm/s was used and in case of aliasing, the acquisition was repeated with an adjusted Venc of
45–55 cm/s if needed.
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In vivo flow velocity analysis was again performed using the previously validated in-house
developed software package FLOW (12). To be able to better delineate the contours of the
RCA also during periods of low coronary flow, manual ROI segmentation was defined for
each of the cine frames using the information of both the magnitude and phase (i.e.,
velocity) images. Within the ROIs, the maximum cross-sectional flow velocity as well as the
mean cross-sectional flow velocity were determined for each frame. Background correction
(i.e. to correct both for local phase offset errors (14) as well as through-plane motion
(3;16;17)was performed by using the mean velocity assessed in a ROI in the background
tissue (i.e. in the lateral right ventricular wall near the cross-section of the RCA (mean area
of this ROI was 13.1 ± 2.3 mm2). Figure 2 demonstrates a zoomed magnitude and velocity
image with the RCA and background ROIs at selected time points in the cardiac cycle (i.e.
time = 0ms; time of most rapid contraction, i.e. end systole; time of most rapid expansion,
i.e. late diastole) as an example of image segmentation.
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Flow velocity-time graphs were determined by subtracting the background velocity from the
maximum cross-sectional flow velocity determined throughout the cardiac cycle and
subsequently plotted against time. Flow volume was determined by multiplying the mean
cross-sectional velocities after background subtraction with the cross-sectional area, and
furthermore by integrating these flow rate values over the cardiac cycle.
An example of an acquired coronary flow velocity-time graphis shown in Figure 3. From the
corresponding in vivo data, the following indices were determined: peak systolic and
diastolic velocity (PSV and PDV) (in cm/s), the maximum velocity from a single voxel
within the defined ROI was determined for each phase and averaged over the cardiac cycle
resulting in the mean maximum velocity (meanVmax) (in cm/s), ratio of PSV and PDV to
meanVmax (indicating the pulsatility of Vmax-pattern) and the ratio between peak systolic
and diastolic velocity (PSV/PDV).
Together with the coronary flow volume per cardiac cycle (in ml), these indices were used
for comparison between repeated acquisitions.
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Manualcontour segmentation was performed by observer one with two years of experience
in cardiacMR imaging. Segmentation of each VE MRI acquisition took 10–15 minutes. In a
blinded manner,the same observer compared the repeated breath-hold VE MR images with
the first VE MR images obtained in the RCA. Intra- and inter-observer variation of the
image-processing procedure were also tested with repeated analysis by two observers in a
blinded manner with two and fifteen years of experience with cardiac MR imaging,
respectively and with an inter-examination time of more than one day.
Statistics
Continuous data are expressed as means ± 1 standard deviation (SD). Correlation between
MRI flow rate measurements and volumetric collection distal to the phantom was evaluated
with the Pearson correlation coefficient (r). The approach described by Bland and Altman
was used to study systematic differences (18). In the repeated acquisitions in healthy adult
subjects, mean signed differences, SD and 95 % confidence intervals (i.e. the limits of
agreement) were determined and the difference between the repeated measurements was
tested by using the paired-sampled t-tests with p<0.05 considered statistically significant.
The intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) for absolute agreement was calculated to assess
interscan and intra-observer/inter-observer agreement, and the coefficient of variance (COV)
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was determined. The COV was defined as the SD of the differences between the two series
of measurements divided by the mean of both measurements.
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RESULTS
In vitro
The results for the in vitro part of the study are presented in Figure 4. Although the
correlation between VE MRI and volumetric collection is very strong (i.e. non-constricted
ROIs r=0.99, p<0.01, constricted ROIs r= 0.998), p<0.01, the non-constricted ROI
segmentation shows a statistically significant (p<0.01) overestimation in flow rate (i.e. mean
bias = 0.92 ± 0.23 ml/s) as compared to volumetric collection distal to the phantom. This
overestimation in mean flow rate is 47% ± 20% (mean error) but can amount up to 81% in
selected cases.
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Using the constricted ROI segmentation that includes a priori knowledge of the tube size,
the flow rate assessment is accurate within 13% of the applied flow rates between 0.9ml/s
and 4.2ml/s and no significant bias with the volumetric collection was found. Bland-Altman
analysis shows that flow rate measurements for low flow rates (<2ml/s) are equal to the
volumetric collection, but for higher flow rates (>2ml/s), flow volumes assessed with VE
MRI are lower than the volumetric collection (Figure 4B). When using constricted ROIs,
there is only a weak bias, and the error in flow rate assessed with VE MRI slowly increases
with higher flow rates.
In vivo testing of reproducibility
From the 38 acquisitions in 19 healthy adult subjects, 7 acquisitions were unsuccessful
(18%) because of poor image quality (i.e. mainly caused by ECG-triggering problems and/or
inadequate breath holding). Therefore, four adult subjects were excluded for further analyses
because of the unsuccessful acquisition(s). The range in breath-hold time was 15 to 23s. In
the remaining 15 healthy adult subjects, the flow velocity measurements in the RCA were
successfully repeated as shown in Table 1.
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The mean difference between the repeated acquisitions was not significant for any of the
indices describing the velocity-time graphs. Good to excellent agreement was found
between the repeated acquisitions as all ICCs were significant for flow velocity indices and
the flow volume, except for PDV/meanVmax. ICCs concerning interscan reproducibility
were highest for PSV and PSV/meanVmax as well as for flow volume (0.88, 0.86, and 0.89,
respectively). The COV of PSV and PSV/meanVmax and flow volume were 16%, 12%, and
24%, respectively. Bland-Altman plots of PSV, PDV, meanVmax, PSV/meanVmax, PSV/
PDV, and flow volume for the repeated measures are given in Figure 5.
Table 2 presents the results of the intra-observer analysis. The mean difference for
meanVmax between the repeated analysis was small but statistically significant (−0.5 cm/s,
95% CI −0.8 to −0.1 and p=0.01). All other indices showed no significant differences. ICCs
concerning intra-observer variability were high for all flow velocity indices and flow
volume. COVs for PDV and flow volume was 11%, for PSV and meanVmax only 4%.
In Table 3, the results of the inter-observer variability are listed. The mean difference
between the repeated acquisitions was only statistically significant for PDV and flow
volume (PDV: mean difference −1.2 cm/s; 95% CI −2.2 to −0.2 and p=0.02; Flow volume:
1.5 ml/cycle; 95% CI 0.3 to 2.7 and p=0.02). ICCs concerning inter-observer variability
were highest for PSV, PDV, meanVmax, PSV/meanVmax, PDV/meanVmax and flow volume
(0.98, 0.98, 0.94, 0.99, 0.96, and 0.94 respectively). COVs for PSV, PDV and meanVmax
were less than 8% and COV for flow volume was less than 14%.
J Magn Reson Imaging. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2011 May 1.
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DISCUSSION
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The main findings of the current study are as follows: first, in a phantom study, velocityencoding with spiral k-space sampling at 3T proves to be accurate within 13% of the
nominal flow rates between 0.9ml/s and 4.2ml/s when the true luminal area can accurately
be traced. Second, in vitro VE MRI with spiral k-space sampling shows a mean
overestimation of 47% in flow volume when non-constricted ROI segmentation on the
phase-contrast images is used. Third, spiral k-space sampled breath-hold VE MRI can
reproducibly assess flow velocity indices in the right coronary artery with a success rate of
82% in healthy adult subjects, while intra- and inter-observer variations are low.
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Many authors have already described the accuracy of measuring volume flow in phantoms
and in dogs using VE MRI with linear k-space sampling (19–23). In these reports, spatial
resolution was mentioned as the main determinant of accuracy. Johnson et al. described the
accuracy of flow assessment with VE MRI in small diameter vessels at 3T(5). Their in vitro
phantom study demonstrated a root mean square error of 15% for VE MRI and relied on a
VE MR FLASH sequence with segmented k-space sampling and an in-plane resolution of
1.0×1.0 mm (5). Keegan et al. demonstrated that the use of VE MRI with spiral k-space
sampling for the assessment of coronary flow velocity with an in-plane resolution of
0.8×0.8mm is superior in accuracy when compared to a segmented FLASH sequence (7).
Interleaved spiral phase contrast imaging has a smaller acquisition window and improved
spatial and temporal resolution (7;9). However, their study relied on a 1.5T MRI system for
in vivo evaluation of coronary flow and neither accuracy nor reproducibility were reported
(7).
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With VE MRI, both flow volume and flow velocity indices can be derived from the
velocity-time graph. In our in vitro study, however, it was found that the appearance of the
cross-sectional lumen on the phase-contrast images was on average 73% larger than the true
lumen size and on the gradient-echo magnitude images, probably due to the limited spatial
resolution (0.8×0.8mm voxel size for a 4.4mm diameter tube), which is in accordance with
previous studies (19;21–23). Consequently, flow rate assessment using non-constricted ROI
segmentation was systematically overestimated. When using constricted ROI segmentation
with luminal area equal to the ground truth, no bias in flow volume assessment was found,
suggesting that the velocity measurements are more accurate. This also implies that for in
vivo measurements, if the ground truth of the cross-sectional luminal area is unknown and if
the lumen cannot accurately be determined on the magnitude images, segmentation that
relies on the velocity images only will lead to an overestimation in flow volume. However,
in contrast to flow rate, flow volume and the mean flow velocity, the maximum flow
velocity can still accurately be measured by non-constricted ROI segmentation on the
velocity images.
The inter-scan reproducibility of coronary flow velocity assessment with VE MRI using
spiral k-space sampling in asymptomatic healthy adult subjects was previously demonstrated
on a 0.5T MRI system (8). However, the use of a 3T MRI system offers potentially higher
signal-to-noise ratio as a result of the stronger B0, which can be traded for a higher spatial
and temporal resolution (24,25). In our study, higher in-plane resolution (i.e. 0.8×0.8mm
versus 1.1×1.1 mm) and temporal resolution (i.e. 33ms versus 80–100ms (8)) were achieved,
which is mandatory for adequate assessment of the indices describing the pulsatile flow
velocity-time graph in the small and constantly moving coronary arteries.
We found that the indices of the flow velocity-time graph can be determined with high
reproducibility in healthy adult subjects at 3T as all ICCs were significant for all parameters
describing the velocity-time graph, except the PDV/meanVmax. However, the statistically
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significant differences in the flow velocity indices found in the repeated analyses (i.e. in
intra-observer study meanVmax, inter-observer study PDV and flow volume) are relatively
small but have to be considered for future patient studies.
Mean flow velocity and flow volume may also be used as outcome parameters in coronary
flow analyses. However, as described in the in vitro validation, both parameters depend on
the ability to segment the cross-sectional luminal area of the coronary artery accurately.
Therefore, we used the maximum cross-sectional flow velocity to determine reproducibility
in the right coronary artery. An additional benefit is that maximum cross-sectional flow
velocity assessment is less time consuming (26). Further, in clinical research studies, MRI
peak flow velocities measured at rest and during dipyridamole stress are often used for
calculating coronary flow velocity reserve to estimate the hemodynamic implication of a
coronary artery stenosis (3). To support this, accurate and reproducible assessment of
maximum cross-sectional flow velocity with MRI is mandatory and is supported by 3T
spiral coronary flow measurements.
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Our study has some limitations. First, 3T VE MRI with spiral k-space sampling was only
performed in the right coronary artery in healthy adult subjects. The application of spiral VE
MRI distal to stenotic lesions may be particularly promising as changes in the measured
flow-velocity time graph can be expected. Accordingly, further studies in patients with
advanced atherosclerosis are needed to verify the robustness of this MRI protocol.
Furthermore, the accuracy in pulsatile flow measurements using a VE MR sequence with
spiral k-space sampling at 3T MRI, remains to be explored. The use of prospective
triggering is also a limitation. Data during the complete cardiac cycle are not obtained. The
first frame for all scans was consistently acquired at 8 msec after the R-wave of the ECG but
part of diastole was missing. This results in an underestimation in flow volume. However,
assessment of the peak systolic and diastolic velocities remains unaffected. Furthermore, in
this study we used a breath-hold VE MR approach to suppress respiratory motion. Other
studies have shown that the use of a navigator-gated free-breathing acquisition improves
accuracy of flow velocity assessment since the improved temporal resolution enables better
assessment of peak flow velocity as compared to breath-holding (7). In our study, the
suppression of respiratory motion was obtained by breath-holding in order to keep the total
examination time short, as repeated measurements were needed to study reproducibility.
However, a short scan duration supports the integration of coronary flow measurements at
rest and during stress into a clinical cardiac exam.
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In conclusion, 3T breath-hold VE MRI with spiral k-space sampling enables accurate and
reproducible assessment of right coronary artery flow velocity with high spatial and
temporal resolution. Although the correlation between in vitro flow rate assessment from VE
MRI and volumetric collection was very strong, a significant 47% overestimation in flow
volume may be expected if the ROI size cannot be determined from the modulus images.
Segmentation with contours constricted to the true lumen diameter results in accurate flow
volume and flow velocity assessment. Therefore flow volume assessment can be unreliable
when the cross-sectional lumen is overestimated, but flow velocity measurements still
remain accurate. Furthermore, in healthy adult subjects, right coronary artery flow velocity
assessment with spiral VE MRI was successful in 82% of the cases. Although high intraand inter-scan reproducibility was identified for almost all indices describing coronary flow
velocity, measurement of peak systolic coronary flow velocity seems to be a particularly
promising quantitative index and investigations of coronary flow in patients and distal to
hemodynamically significant stenoses are now warranted.
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Figure 1.
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Illustration of the scan protocol for assessing flow velocity in the right coronary artery
(RCA)
The double-oblique-sagittal view of the RCA (4 in figure) was planned by defining three
points (three-points-plan-scan tool) in the center of RCA on the images of the second scout
scan (1, 2 and 3 in figure). The three points were subsequently chosen at the level of a
proximal (1), a mid (2) and a more distal (3) segment of the RCA, respectively. The final
breath-hold velocity-encoded (VE) MRI to assess coronary flow velocity in the RCA, was
planned perpendicular to the RCA in a straight segment near to the origin of the RCA. The
maximum number of phases was reconstructed during one average cardiac cycle. The
bottom panels represent the phase and modulus image of one phase of the breath-hold VE
MRI.
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Figure 2.
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Examples of contour definition on velocity and on magnitude images for right coronary
artery flow assessment.
Top: represent t=0. Middle: represents time of most rapid contraction (end systole). Bottom:
represents time of most rapid expansion (end diastole)
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Figure 3.
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Example of maximum velocity graph for RCA.
PSV: peak systolic velocity in cm/s; TSV: time of PSV in ms; PDV: peak diastolic velocity
in cm/s; TDV: time of PDV in ms; meanVmax: maximum luminal velocity averaged over
the cardiac cycle.
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Figure 4.

Scatter diagram and Bland-Altman plot for in vitro flow volume validation.
Top: Flow rate was determined with VE MRI with spiral k-space sampling and compared
with volumetric collection distal to the phantom. Bottom: Bland-Altman plot.
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Figure 5.
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Bland-Altman analysis for reproducibility of in vivo flow velocity and volume assessment:
Top left: repeated assessment of PSV (peak systolic velocity); Top right: repeated
assessment of PDV (peak diastolic velocity); Middle left: repeated assessment of meanVmax
(maximum velocity within the defined ROI determined for each phase and averaged over the
cardiac cycle); Middle right: repeated assessment of PSV/meanVmax (pulsatility of Vmaxpattern); Bottom left: repeated assessment of PSV/PDV (peak systolic and diastolic
velocity); Bottom right: repeated assessment of flow volume. Mean differences are
presented as dotted lines, limits of agreement (95% confidence interval) are presented as
dashed lines.
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11.3 ± 3.5
2.0 ± 0.6
1.8 ± 0.4
1.2 ± 0.4
11.4 ± 5.4

TDV (ms)

meanVmax (cm/s)

PSV/meanVmax

PDV/meanVmax

PSV/PDV

Flow volume (ml/cycle)

12.5 ± 7.9

1.2 ± 0.4

1.7 ± 0.3

2.0 ± 0.6

11.2 ± 3.5

404 ± 72

19.1 ± 6.3

65 ± 16

21.8 ± 7.9
1.00

−7.5 to 7.5

0.84
0.71
0.48

−44.5 to 4.1
−1.6 to 2.0
−0.3 to 0.2
−0.2 to 0.4
−0.3 to 0.2
−3.6 to 1.5

−20.2
0.2
−0.0
0.1
−0.1
−1.0
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0.49
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−1.8 to 3.9
0.44

0.99

−3.3 to 3.3

p-value

1.1

0.0

−0.0

Mean difference

Paired t-test

0.89*

0.67*

0.22

0.86*

0.77*

0.85*

0.84*

0.80*

0.88*
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(p < 0.01)

(p = 0.03)

(p = 0.34)

(p < 0.01)

(p < 0.01)

(p < 0.01)

(p < 0.01)

(p < 0.01)

(p < 0.01)

p-value

Correlation

24

20

16

12

18

9

17

19

16

COV(%)

p<0.05. Furthermore coefficients of variance (COVs) were given.

*

Mean and standard deviations (SD) are given for the flow velocity indices. Repeated acquisitions were compared using the paired t-test, mean difference, 95% confidence intervals (95% CIs) and p-values
were given. The reproducibility of coronary flow assessment was evaluated using intraclass correlation coefficients (ICCs) for absolute agreement.

*

systolic and diastolic peak velocity; Flow volume: the total amount of coronary flow volume (ml/cycle).

meanVmax: measure for discriminating the systolic peak in the velocity-time graph; PDV/meanVmax: measure for discriminating the diastolic peak in the velocity-time graph; PSV/PDV: ratio between

PSV: peak systolic velocity in cm/s; TSV: time of PSV in ms; PDV: peak diastolic velocity in cm/s; TDV: time of PDV in ms; meanVmax: maximal velocity averaged over the cardiac cycle; PSV/

19.8 ± 6.8

65 ± 15

TSV (ms)

PDV (cm/s)

22.1 ± 8.4

mean ± sd

mean ± sd

PSV (cm/s)

Scan 2

Scan 1
95% CI
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11.3 ± 3.5
2.0 ± 0.6
1.8 ± 0.4
1.2 ± 0.4
11.4 ± 5.4

TDV (ms)

meanVmax (cm/s)

PSV/meanVmax

PDV/meanVmax

PSV/PDV

Flow volume (ml/cycle)

12.3 ± 6.4

1.2 ± 0.4

1.7 ± 0.5

1.9 ± 1.5

11.8 ± 3.4

391 ± 54

20.2 ± 7.1

65 ± 15

22.5 ± 8.3

0.12
0.56
0.97

−0.0 to 0.1
−0.1 to 0.1
−0.1 to 0.1
−1.8 to 0.1

0.0
−0.9

0.0

0.1

0.01*

−0.8 to−0.1

−0.5

0.07

0.16

−10.8 to 2.0

−0.4

0.48

0.07

−1.9 to 0.9

−1.8 to 0.1

−0.9

0.27

p-value

−0.5

−1.3 to 0.4

95% CI

−0.4

Mean difference

Paired t-test

0.97*

0.97*

0.94*

0.99*

0.99*

0.99*

0.97*

0.99*

0.99*

ICC

(p < 0.01)

(p < 0.01)

(p < 0.01)

(p < 0.01)

(p < 0.01)

(p < 0.01)

(p < 0.01)

(p < 0.01)

(p < 0.01)

p-value

Correlation

11

9

8

5

4

3

11

0

4

COV(%)

p<0.05. Furthermore coefficients of variance (COVs) were given.

*

Mean and standard deviations (SD) are given for the flow velocity indices. Repeated analyses were compared using the paired t-test, mean difference, 95% confidence intervals (95% CIs) and p-values
were given. Agreement between intra-observer analyses was evaluated using intraclass correlation coefficients (ICCs) for absolute agreement.

*

systolic and diastolic peak velocity; Flow volume: the total amount of coronary flow volume (ml/cycle).

meanVmax: measure for discriminating the systolic peak in the velocity-time graph; PDV/meanVmax: measure for discriminating the diastolic peak in the velocity-time graph; PSV/PDV: ratio between

PSV: peak systolic velocity in cm/s; TSV: time of PSV in ms; PDV: peak diastolic velocity in cm/s; TDV: time of PDV in ms; meanVmax: maximal velocity averaged over the cardiac cycle; PSV/

19.8 ± 6.8

65 ± 15

TSV (ms)

PDV (cm/s)

22.1 ± 8.4

mean ± sd

mean ± sd

PSV (cm/s)

Scan 1

Scan 1

Intra-observer analyses for the coronary artery flow velocity indices.
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387 ± 51
11.3 ± 3.5
2.0 ± 0.6
1.8 ± 0.4
1.2 ± 0.5
11.4 ± 5.4

TDV (ms)

meanVmax (cm/s)

PSV/meanVmax

PDV/meanVmax

PSV/PDV

Flow volume (ml/cycle)

9.9 ± 5.1

1.1 ± 0.5

1.9 ± 3.4

2.0 ± 0.7

11.8 ± 3.8

398 ± 66

21.0 ± 6.8

72 ± 26.4

22.7 ± 10.3

0.07
0.27

−0.3 to 0.0
−0.1 to 0.2

−0.1

1.5

0.3 to 2.7

0.66

−0.2 to 0.1

0.0

0.1

0.81

−0.4 to 0.3
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0.02*

0.39

−37.1 to 15.3

−10.9

0.02*

0.19

−2.2 to −0.2

−16.9 to 3.7

−6.6

0.42

p-value

−1.2

−2.2 to 1.0

95% CI

−0.6

Mean difference

Paired t-test

0.94*

0.88*

0.96*

0.99*

0.94*

0.81*

0.98*

0.76*

0.98*

ICC

(p < 0.01)

(p < 0.01)

(p < 0.01)

(p < 0.01)

(p < 0.01)

(p < 0.01)

(p < 0.01)

(p = 0.05)

(p < 0.01)

p-value

Correlation

14

12

9

9

3

11

7

27

8

COV(%)

p<0.05. Furthermore coefficients of variance (COVs) were given.

*

Mean and standard deviations (SD) are given for the flow velocity indices. Analyses between observers were compared using the paired t-test, mean difference, 95% confidence intervals (95% CIs) and pvalues were given. Agreement between observers was evaluated using intraclass correlation coefficients (ICCs) for absolute agreement.

*

systolic and diastolic peak velocity; Flow volume: the total amount of coronary flow volume (ml/cycle).

meanVmax: measure for discriminating the systolic peak in the velocity-time graph; PDV/meanVmax: measure for discriminating the diastolic peak in the velocity-time graph; PSV/PDV: ratio between

PSV: peak systolic velocity in cm/s; TSV: time of PSV in ms; PDV: peak diastolic velocity in cm/s; TDV: time of PDV in ms; meanVmax: maximal velocity averaged over the cardiac cycle; PSV/

19.8 ± 6.8

65 ± 15

TSV (ms)

PDV (cm/s)

22.1 ± 8.4

mean ± sd

mean ± sd

PSV (cm/s)

Scan 1

Scan 1

Inter-observer analyses for coronary artery flow velocity indices.
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